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Introduction 
In March 2002, the “Platform Versnelling Energieliberalisering (Platform for the Acceleration of Energy 
Liberalisation)” (PVE) published a report entitled “Informatiestromen (Information Streams)”. Based 
on this report, the national network company Gasunie Transport Services (GTS) and the Local 
distribution companies(LDC’s) have to register the shipper(s) and supplier(s) per exit point per period. 
Each network company is responsible for providing the data for the exit points belonging to their own 
network. The shipper is the party who transports gas to the exit point, the supplier is the party who 
charges the exit point/the gas user for the kWh/h delivered. 
The registration by GTS is laid down in a shipper/supplier/exit point register (Aansluitregister -> ASR). 
GTS is responsible for the shipper/supplier registration for its own direct industrial exit points (about 
300); as already mentioned, registration for the remaining exit points is done by each LDC company 
itself. As laid down in the above-mentioned PVE report, this registration should be based on the switch 
messages sent by suppliers to the network company. 
 
I. Procedure concerning switch messages to be sent to GTS using the switch mutation form 
When sending switch messages to GTS you are requested to use the switch mutation form (see 
below for an explanation). This switch mutation form is essential. It is obligatory for the supplier, 
being a supplier at exit point X or becoming a supplier at exit point X, to send a switch mutation form 
about exit point X if changes in the shipper/supplier relationship at exit point X take place. 
 
The potential changes at the concerning exit point X are: 
 another shipper and/or 
 another supplier and/or 
 another period during which supplier and shipper have a relationship and/or 
 the kind of shipper/supplier relationship 
 
Once a completed switch mutation form is received by GTS, the switch mutation form is processed. 
This process consists of five phases which are explained in chapter III. 
 
II. Explanation about completion and sending of the switch mutation form 
The switch mutation form should be filled in completely. Any “new” supplier at an exit point is obliged 
to send the form to GTS. Furthermore, it would be very helpful in keeping the register up-to-date if 
the supplier whose supplier role at an exit point ends also sends in a switch mutation form. The form 
can be found on the GTS website: 
 
Link: Switchmessages  
 
Using the switch mutation form 
Open the spreadsheet, use “inhoud inschakelen”, and then you have access to the items the 
supplier has to complete: 
 
HEADER 
 Name of the supplier: fill in your company name. 
 EAN-code of the supplier: the supplier has to fill in its own unique code (13 digits). 
 Current date: is filed in automatically 
 
LINES 
 EAN code of the networkpoint: in finding the correct unique code, the website of GTS (TSC - 

appendix 1b) can be helpful. The exit point is considered to be the point at which the gas is 
delivered to the end user (18 digits). 

 EAN-code of the supplier: is automatically copied from header. 

Explanation switch messages 
 EAN-code shipper (13 digits): fill in the code of the shipper with whom you as a supplier have a 

shipper/supplier relationship at the exit point. Please note that the shipper mentioned has, or will 
have, an exit capacity contract with GTS for the exit point before the start date. 

 Start date: refers to the start date of the “new” shipper/supplier relationship at the relevant exit 
point (gas day begins 06:00hrs LET). 
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 End date: refers to the date the shipper/supplier relationship at the relevant exit point ends. (Gas 
day ends 05:59 LET) If the supplier does not fill in this date and GTS does not receive any further 
information regarding a change in the shipper/supplier relationship(s) at the relevant exit point, the 
shipper/supplier relationship at the exit point in the GTS register will remain unchanged. 

 Remarks: fill in the kind of shipper/supplier relationship if the relationship is not 'one-to-one' (i.e. if 
more than one shipper/supplier combination is active simultaneously). It is important to fill this, in 
case there is more than one supplier and/or more than one shipper at the exit point. It should be 
clear from the switch mutation form whether your role as a supplier is a 'proportionate' role or a 
'balancing' role. 'Proportionate' means: supplier delivers a percentage  of the volume per hour, 
established a priori. 'Balancing' means: of the volume delivered per hour the supplier delivers the 
part which is not addressed to (one of) the other supplier(s). 

For every change an new line in the sheet can be used, so all switches per supplier are submitted in 
one form. 
 
After having completed the form, for one or more switches, press button 'send form to GTS'. The 
form will be automatically send to GTS. If for any reason the button does not work: store the 
completed switch mutation form and send it in an e-mail to the specific e-mail address of GTS for 
switch messages: switch@gastransport.nl. 
 
Upon receipt of the switch mutation form, GTS will process the mutations. 
 
III. Phases in the processing of the switch mutation form received 
Phase 1: checking the content of the switch mutation form 
GTS will send the supplier a confirmation of receipt of the switch mutation form. 
 
The completed form should contain EAN codes known to GTS. A new supplier or shipper should first be 
registered at GTS, before a switch can be processed, (see chapter VII). If there are any 
inconsistencies in the form, GTS will inform the supplier and subsequently the supplier has to send in a 
new (corrected) switch mutation form. 
 
Besides a data check, GTS also checks whether the shipper has a transportation contract with GTS for 
the specific exit point and mentioned period. A switch can only be processed after capacity has been 
booked by the specific shipper on the networkpoint mentioned in the switch form. 
 
If there is no transportation contract in the GTS system, the shipper is urged by GTS to book capacity 
before the start date mentioned in the switch mutation form. If the shipper does not conclude this 
contract in time, the supplier will receive a message from GTS stating the switch mutation form is not 
accepted, i.e. the switch has been rejected retroactively. 
Note: because of confidentiality reasons only the shipper and not the supplier, is informed about the 
situation concerning a transportation contract. 
 
Phase 2: updating the register of GTS 
If the switch mutation form is correct, the switch will be processed and the ASR of GTS will be 
updated. After processing, the supplier will receive a new overview of his active connections in the 
ASR with the changes as requested. The supplier is expected to check the register and inform GTS 
immediately in case of any incorrectness. GTS can accordingly make the correct changes. 
 
Phase 3: allocation per supplier at the exit point mentioned in the switch mutation form 
The register, together with information from GTS transportation contracts with different shippers, is 
used by GTS in allocating the flow (kWh/h) per exit point per supplier. Allocation per exit point per 
shipper is already common practice, based on the transportation contracts of GTS with shipper(s). This 
allocation per shipper together with the content of the register is used to allocate per supplier at the 
relevant exit point. 
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Phase 4 based on a signed Online Services contract between GTS and supplier, supplier gets 
access to online information about “its” exit points 
The allocation per exit point per supplier is used to provide the supplier with allocation information 
about the exit point where he is supplier. Of course the supplier will only receive restricted information 
because of confidentiality reasons. 
 
To receive access to online information the supplier needs an Online Services contract. Further 
information about Online Services contracts can be found on the GTS website.  
 
Link: gasport-and-b2b  
 
For more information, please contact the GTS customer desk at: +31 50 521 3333 or e-mail: 
customerdesk@gastransport.nl  
 
IV. When should a switch mutation form be sent to GTS ? 
Sending off a completed switch mutation form should take place between one month and no less than 
five working days before the start or end date mentioned in the switch mutation form. In case of the 
annual update of the ASR, the deadline is mentioned in the cover letter. 
 
V. Consequences of sending an incorrect or late switch mutation form by suppliers 
It is in the interest of all parties involved for suppliers to be well organized in sending switch mutation 
forms to GTS. It is not only important to complete the form correctly but also to send the information 
in time.  
GTS may contact one or more shippers and/or suppliers with the goal of correcting inconsistencies in 
the shipper/supplier relationship at an exit point in the register. 
 
VI. Providing data from the connection register (ASR) 
Once a year, around November, GTS will send each active supplier an overview of its currently active 
shipper/supplier connections per network point as registered in the ASR. 
  
VII. Supplier registration form 
If there are any changes to the general data of the supplier or if you are a new supplier in the national 
grid, GTS should be informed using the supplier registration form. The form can be found on the GTS  
website, and can be sent to the GTS customerdesk: customerdesk@gastransport.nl.  
 
 


